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DIMENSIONS

CONSTRUCTION

GENERAL INFORMATION

Measurements
Weight
Maximum load
Leg length - standard

Frame - Aluminium profile
Board
Surface
Color

Manufacturer´s warranty
Stackable
Transport

1200x600mm or 1200x800mm, resp.
13kg or 16kg, resp.
750kg/m2, point load 225kg
200, 300, 400, 600, 800, 900, 1000mm

Anodized aluminium
Solid Birch, 15mm 11-layered edge-sealed plywood
Melamine & phenol
Grey or black

10 years
Yes
Estrad Transport Trolley, Estrad Wheelset
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Estrad is our system developed in close contact with our customers and their requests and demands. Whether you re-
quire a choral riser, a full-scale stage, a conductor’s podium, or a temporary auditorium, you can find it all in the Estrad 
System. The stage pieces each consists of an aluminium frame and a board made of birch. Our Estrad Stage System is 
one of a kind – lightweight, no tools needed in assembling, and specifically designed for one person to assemble. The 
format is smaller than most stage systems making it easy to adapt to different settings and areas of use. We know that 
every room is unique and because we manufacture the systems ourselves, we can easily meet our customer’s wishes and 
tailor it thereafter. The legs of the Estrad System are detachable which makes it very flexible. You can easily build different 
heights with the stage pieces and also reconstruct the podium to a different use, for example from stage to choir riser. 
The different modules are tied together with our unique Leg Connector, which firmly holds the stage in place and can be 
attached without using any tools. Estrad has all the accessories you could need such as guardrails, chair stops, podium 
curtains, transport carriages, and legs in different lengths.

ESTRAD MOBILE STAGE SYSTEM
Detailed specification


